Yet more of the same, this time with an uneven distribution of thoughts per chapter.

<!--more-->

<b>Genesis 29. GOD IS A SUPERCOMPUTER (one-upping the Joker<a href="#foot1">*</a> since approximately seven hundred trillion words ago<a href="#foot2">**</a>).</b>

Genesis 29:14
<i>Then Laban said to him, "You are my own flesh and blood." </i>

The above roughly translates to, "My daughters must have your babies, because in-breeding is fantastic for the gene pool. Besides, we've yet to develop awesome things like Hemophilia, and Wikipedia says that we discover it<a href="#foot3">***</a>."

I hate Laban.

Back to the discussion we were having about Jacob and his fluctuation between deception and honesty in class, I think he's genuine in his love for Rachel. Not only is there the line about seven years seeming like days because of his love, but <i>he</i> proposes the seven years. He doesn't need to do that. He could just say, "I'll give you riches and take your daughter," kind of the Isaac route (only Isaac took Laban's sister, not daughter). But no, he chooses to work for seven years in order to obtain Rachel.

I think there's some kind of showing off involved. Jacob wants to prove himself to Rachel. And to Laban. And probably to himself, since he wasn't much of a help back home (he "stayed around the tents"). I think there's something genuine there. And yeah, there may be a *bit* of self-interest involved, but what Naomi said about self-interest in class? Nah. No way. It's possible to do something to improve oneself without simply wanting to feel good. And Jacob doesn't seem like the kind of guy who just wants to feel good about himself—else why would he work fourteen years?

To win Rachel? To make good on his word? To respect his uncle/cousin/father-in-law?

None of those are good reasons, given what we know about Jacob. He takes shortcuts and wasn't a hard worker in the past. He tricks people out of things. He's not afraid to avoid trouble. He high-tailed it away from home, after all. So it's not that he wants to do it to feel good about himself. He feels perfectly fine without the work.

And I think that the fact that he does the work—the first seven years, which he proposes, and then the subsequent seven years (after he's already married BOTH Leah and Rachel)—shows that he really loves Rachel and wants to be good in her and her family's eyes.

His line to Laban, "Give me my wife. My time is completed, and I want to lie with her," if anything, merely emphasizes his earnestness. He isn't beating around the bush. He's straightforward with Laban, and I don't think that that's any reflection on his emotions with regards to Rachel.

It was pretty crappy of Laban to have things like 'traditions' in my opinion, but then I'm a raging radical...

Moving onto verse 31, we have this YHWH fella seeing that Leah was not loved and 'opening' her womb (um, hopefully not with a hacksaw?) and making Rachel barren. Now, at this point I just <i>need</i> to wonder. I know he's supposedly omnipotent and all, so it's not a problem that he's capable of instilling fertility/sterility, but uh...

There is no indication that he can transcend time. In fact, there are indications that he can't. Like, he regrets making men, so instead of unmaking them, he tries to destroy them. He can't make it so that Adam hasn't eaten from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. He can't go back and approve of Cain's offerings to save Abel's life.

Now, assuming that God IS limited on time—and assuming that decisions take time to make (supported by the fact that it took time to create the world)—HOW DOES GOD MANAGE TO MUCK AROUND IN PEOPLE'S LIVES TO THIS DEGREE?! He's micromanaging all humanity. And yeah, not everyone is his prophet, and not everyone is his prophet's grandson's wife, but hell, he's messing around with details like who has what children when and why. And I'm sure he's doing things not recorded in the bible. Otherwise he'd be waaaay bored, and my theory about Abraham and bored deities would be even further justified, which wouldn't be right, because someone like me shouldn't be right about anything biblical.

So yeah. God is micromanaging people's lives.

And uh, that's completely ridiculous. 

Assuming everything he does is instantaneous (which is a stretch of the imagination—he talks to people instead of simply implanting thoughts), even his decisions would take time. The only way this works at all is if his brain is more powerful than a modern supercomputer and he can calculate his decisions *almost* instantly.

God, Computer? (I really need to not be right about anything biblical. Ever.)

Also, ignoring Ishmael for now, Abraham had one son, Isaac two, and Jacob four. They're multiplying like rabbits, and in the wrong way entirely. Wait, what? Jacob has more than four kids? !!!

<a name="foot1">*</a> completely unrelated to Bible as Lit
<a name="foot2">**</a> lame and 'funny' ways of counting time are lame and 'funny'
<a name="foot3">***</a> <i>"The earliest possible implicit reference to hemophilia may have been in the Talmud, a Jewish holy text, which states that males did not have to be circumcised if two brothers had already died from the procedure."</i> - <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemophilia">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemophilia</a>

<b>Genesis 30. In which Jacob has more than four kids. More than four <i>more</i> kids.</b>

By Genesis 30:24, Jacob has had:
6 kids with Leah
2 kids with Rachel's maid
2 kids with Leah's maid
1 kid with Rachel, thanks to her eating mandrake (no thanks to God!)
Grand total here is eleven (11!) if I mathed right. That's criminal right there. 

Now in the possession of four wives and eleven children, Jacob decides it's time to stop playing nice with Laban, and pulls a dirty trick on him where he takes all of Laban's strong animals by speckling them. Wow, good job, Jacob. I bet you feel *so* good about yourself now?

Genesis 30:43
<i>In this way the man grew exceedingly prosperous and came to own large flocks, and maidservants and menservants, and camels and donkeys.</i>

But is it <a href="http://transformers.wikia.com/wiki/Carbombya">10,000 camels?</a>
